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1. Noway
Leds C4

2. Carapace
Oxen by Nexo Luce

3. LS990
Jung

4. Fractal
Preciosa Lighting

Among the latest releases in decorative
lighting from Leds C4 is the Francesc
Vilaró-designed Noway range. With a
gravity-defying appearance, its design
complements minimal materials. The
collection comes in different versions,
from purer options to more complex
ones that experiment with double
shades, varying colour combinations
and light effects. Noway is available in
sleek black and gold finishes and with or
without a floor counterweight. Boasting
quality materials, energy efficiency and
preventive maintenance, Noway is ideal
for use in the hospitality sector and each
product comes with a five-year warranty
against manufacturing defects.
www.leds-c4.com

Inspired by the geometry of a turtle’s
shell, Carapace is a visually pure wall
lamp, taking its name from the Italian
word that defines this natural shape. The
adjustable lamp can be tilted up to 45
degrees and swivelled up to 90 degrees,
making it a versatile light that is perfect
for use as a bedside or reading lamp.
Offered in a variety of finishes, such
as an elegant satin champagne colour,
Carapace may be installed singularly on
a wall, or as a set of three positioned at
different angles. The light is part of Nexo
Luce’s Oxen collection, which is dedicated
to high-end decorative lighting and
providing a unique, contemporary style
defined by minimalism and elegance.
www.oxenluce.com•www.nexoluce.com

Jung is exclusively offering its classic
LS990 switches in a choice of 63 original
Les Couleurs Le Corbusier colours
worldwide. Considered to be one of the
most significant architects of the 20th
century, Le Corbusier is celebrated for
his timeless buildings, and his creative
use of colours. For him, colour was just
as important as layout and form for his
designs. Jung shares this ethos, with each
of the 63 shades in its range able to be
combined with any other in the system,
giving designers full customisation
opportunities and lending rooms the
desired atmosphere. The switches are a
creative way of bringing vibrancy to the
finer details of hospitality interior design.
www.jung.de

Preciosa’s Fractal family, designed by
Thomas Feichtner, boasts an industrial
aesthetic that takes its inspiration from
fractal pattters found in nature. The
collection features metal branches and
hand-cut crystal plates that mirror these
motifs through a modular structure and
reflecting patterns of crystal light. The
chandeliers are created using tubular
metal branches that not only give them
an artistic shape, but also conceal the
light sources, while the branches end
with hand-blown crystal plates featuring
a wedge that disperses the light into
scattered paths. Available in a five sizes,
each of the chandeliers comes with a
different number of fractals.
www.preciosalighting.com
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